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School Spirit Comes Up Again
As Business at Council Meeting

No. 5

District 3 Speech Contest
To Be Held Here March 9

The first council meeting of the
new year opened with a question
from Shirlie Marburger as to what
happened to the booster club
committee that was to organize
school spirit. This meeting on
January 30 was the first to be
held since November 28.
James Threinen, a member of
the booster club committee, said
in reply to the question that Jim
Belden, chairman, had not called
a meeting since the committee
was organized last fall. Gordon
Hanson is also a member of the
committee.

For the fourth consecutive year
the District III High School
Speech Festival will be held on
campus. This year's festival will
begin at 9:00 a.m. Friday, March
9. The contest manager will be
Miss Dorothy Magnus assisted
by Miss Janis Randall, graduate
assistant in the Speech Department, and Pat Severson, sophomore speech major.
Judges for the contest will be
Dr. William S. Howell, Chairman
of the Department of Speech and
Theatre Arts at the University of
Minnesota; Dr. Donald K. Smith
and Dr. David Thompson, also of
the Department of Speech at the
University; and Brother Raymond of St. Mary's College.

President Bill Schimmel reported that Belden had called it
an unsurmountable task to organize school spirit.

At this time Threinen suggested
Giving forth with some dubious harmony are Miss Phyllis Roney, Miss Margaret Miller, Dr. E. L. Ragar,
that Bob Brown be given the duty
Mrs. Frank Van Alstine, Dr. M. 0. Wedul, Mrs. William Spetch, and Mr. F. A. Jederman. This was one
of handling the booster club, and
of the highlights of the Student-Faculty Fair last Friday.
made a reference to the editorial
in the last Winonan.
Brown replied, "this is not the
type of thing that interests me,
nor would I feel capable of handling such a group. My interest
"Misalliance", a comedy sur- tions in the typical Shavian style,
lies along other lines," continued
With Mr. Fred Heyer turning prise, by George Bernard Shaw a style destined to keep the audiBrown, referring to the opening a cartwheel and the Swing Band has been chosen as the Wenonah ence in a merry mood from the
lines of his editorial which stated playing, the Student-Faculty Fair Players spring production.
first to final line.
his stand.
got off to a bang-up start last
Scheduled for presentation
When the play was produced
Later in the meeting when Friday, the 17th of February.
during the week of April 9-14 here on Broadway less than three
Belden was present, he had noth- Included in the show were some
at the college, this play has re- years ago, it received rave notices
ing to report, and he thought it a humorous numbers such as Jerry cently been rediscovered as a from the critics. Brooks Atkingood idea to organize activities at Tedrow's pantomime of a hillbilly
Broadway success although it son, theater critic of the New
a basketball game such as those at a football game; Mr. Edward was first produced in London in York Times, said of "Misallibeing done by Gus Young of Jacobsen, Dr. Theodore Sudia,
1910.
ance", "It is sparkling and conGustavus Adolphus College and and Dr. Luther Gulick starring in
trary in the best Shavian style .. .
In this costume production a
other coaches of the MIAC. an old time movie; and Don
cast of three women and six men
It is consistently funny".
reveal a scene of life of the
Walter Kerr, of the New York
A report was called for by Lowrie's and Chuck Henthorne's
Parletons, a wealthy British
Herald Tribune, wrote, "the
Schimmel from the various com- droodles and caricatures.
manufacturing family, and
Mrs. Frank Van Alstine sang
play whirls through space like
mittees. The first to report was
their adventures with their exa disembodied merry-go-round,
Jean Thomforde of the assembly "Come to the Fair" as the opening
pected
and
unexpected
visitors
vocal number. Later in the
leaving
a trail of laughter behind
corn mittee.
of the day.
it".
Miss Thomforde said that the show, Mrs. Van Alstine sang in
The
play
is
full
of
entertaining
Shaw himself says very simply,
committee had scheduled two the Faculty Mixed Quartet along conversation and amusing situabut not so humbly, of "Misconcerts for February 6 and with Miss Phyllis Roney, Miss
alliance", "One of my masterMarch 5. She also said that the Margaret Miller, Mrs. William
pieces".
Spetch, Mr. F. A. Jederman,
(Continued on page 6, column 1)
Bill Schimmel, Winona State
Dr. R. L. Lokensgard and Dr.
a Date!
Student Association president,
E. L. Ragar.
saw "Misalliance" in New York,
"I speak to the Stars" was sung
Bids To Be Opened
Feb. 27 YWCA Food Auction
and he says of the play, "I had
by Gail Darrah and she sang "If
Feb. 29 Mid-Week Leap Year
no idea that Shaw could i. vrite a
I Loved You" as an encore.
For Phelps Addition
Dance
play that could be so funny. It
Marie Miller and Duayne MaleBids will be opened in St. Paul wicki sang two numbers, "Speak
is a very bouncy play, and I'm
Mar. 6-7-8 Final Exams
in the Office of the Division of Low" and "Make Believe".
sure the students will enjoy it
Mar. 12 Spring Quarter
Purchases on March 1 for the pro- During intermission, baked
very
much".
Registration
posed addition to Phelps School. goods and soft drinks were sold
Mar. 23 FTA Carnival
The Somsen Hall project in- in the Smog. The faculty donated
Annual FTA Carnival
Mar. 28 Easter Vacation begins
eludes a new heating plant and the home-baked goods.
at
Noon
Will Be March 23
electrical system. Final plans Closing acts in the show were a
have been completed and bids skit impersonating some of the
Planning is already under way
will be called for in a few weeks. faculty members as done by stufor the annual FTA Carnival,
The plans for the new dormi- dents and a faculty skit entitled, Industrial Arts Club which is to be held Friday,
tory and cafeteria are in progress "Teaching Poetry the La-La
March 23.
and planning is expected to be Method". Faculty members in To Tour Ford Plant
Features of the Carnival will
completed in about six weeks. the cast were Dr. Margaret
Ford assembly plant in St. be the stage show in Somsen
The dormitory construction is Bobby, Miss Marguerita Stef- Paul will be the objective of the Auditorium and the booths in
financed through the sale of fensen, Miss Agnes Bartsch, Mr. Industrial Arts Club field trip Phelps gym. The booths will
revenue bonds so it is necessary M. L. Mariner and Dr. Lokens- tomorrow.
hold a variety of activities such
to arrange for this borrowing of gard.
There will be a scheduled hour as "Shave the Balloon" and
money before construction can
The committees for the Fair and a half tour to give the mem- "Drive the Nail."
were Miss Roney, Mr. Heyer, bers of the club an opportunity
be started.
As the work on the Carnival
Construction on all of these Dave Lauchle, Pat Severson and to see firsthand the tools and develops more help will be needed,
proposed buildings and improve- Pat Diethart, talent; Dr. Gulick,
techniques and the efficiency of so if anyone is interested in workments is scheduled to get under food; and Mr. Herbert FIultgren preparation of assembly opera- ing he should contact Ernie
way this summer. and Mr. Jacobsen, publicity.
tions at the plant.
Buhler, Carnival Chairman.
,

Variety Show
Highlights Fair

Spring Play Chosen `Misalliance'

les

The recently organized Winona State Speech Association
will conduct the festival.

Events include : humorous interpretative reading, chairman
Pat Severson, assistant Helen
`Corrigan, timekeeper Elaine Tollefson; serious interpretative reading, chairman Bob Brown,
assistant Muriel Suttie, timekeeper Joann Holmgren.
Original oratory, chairman
Lloyd Osborne, assistant Pat
Kelm, timekeeper Neal Lang;
oratory, chairman Pat Wilke,
assistant Jim Schultz, timekeeper
Jerry Tedrow; pantomime, chair(Continued on page 6, column 5)

Winona Science Club
To Visit University.
Winona State's Science Club
will go on a field trip March 16,
arrangements having been made
by Dr. Theodore Sudia and a
friend of his on the St. Paul campus
of the University of Minnesota.
This will be the first in a series
of trips this year. The club,
which includes majors and minors
in the mathematics, biology,
chemistry, geography, and geology departments, will have opportunity on this trip to observe the
agricultural research departments
at the University.

Church Groups Hold
Universal Prayer Day
Universal Day of Prayer was
observed by TC's Protestant
church youth groups and the
YWCA, Sunday, February 19.
The day of Prayer was part of
a united student movement to
foster the uniting of all Protestant
groups and in the future, the
formation of a Universal Church.
Making up this student Christian
movement is the United Students
Christian Council.
The afternoon toboggan party
at the Country Club followed by
a lunch and prayer meeting for all
Protestant youth at the downtown YWCA were planned by the
LSA.
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Tentative Final Examination
Schedule Winter Quarter,
1956

-

Closed Weekends
Discussion of closed weekends and their relation to school spirit
was brought up in the Student Association meeting February 13.
This issue has been a good one for argument in many schools, and
so it might be good to devote a little thought to closed weekends.
In the first place, for those people who aren't familiar with the
term, closed weekends mean that all students be required to stay at
school during the weekends.
The main argument for closed weekends is that if the students stay
at school the spirit will be better.

Other arguments for closed weekends are related to the first in that
they deal with getting to know classmates better, having more people
participate in weekend activities, and increasing the number of weekend activities.
On the other side the strongest argument appears to be that "this
is a state school and you can't force people to stay here on weekends."

Some of the various aspects on this side of the case have to do with
resentment of being forced to stay, some people must go home to
work, and the weekend activities don't have the quality and aren't
great enough in quantity to hold the students here.
These general arguments raise many questions. Some that come
immediately to mind are:
1. Is the number of students that must go home to work really
significant compared to the total number of students that migrate
every weekend?
2. Would closed weekends insure spirit or would they create ill feelings by forcing some people to stay against their will?

3. Would closed weekends lead to more weekend activities or is
the answer to have more activities first, thus making the students
want to stay?
4. What would be a good percentage of weekends to be closed?
5. Would closed weekends have any effect on the interest of day
students in school activities?
6. What effect would closed weekends have on the real purpose of a
student, i.e. getting an education?

The Winonan would like to receive comments from students on this
issue. Address letters to P.O. Box 51.

Your Pastor Speaks

Examinations will be held in
the room where class has been
held unless otherwise designated.
All sections of English 115,
Science 114, Science 115, Science
116, Industrial Arts 109, Social
Science 102, and Eastern Civilization 220 will have their examination at the same time.

This is the fifth in a series of
articles written by clerical advisors
to religious groups on this campus.
This month's column is written by
A. L. Mennicke, pastor of St.
Matthew's Lutheran Church and
advisor to Gamma Delta.

TUESDAY, MARCH 6
8:00-10:00 English 115
Mr. Behling, Room 316
Dr. Boddy, Room 331
Dr. Guthrie, Room 210,
Memorial Hall
Mr. McKeag, Room 314
Dr. Nelson, Room 327
Speech 118
10:00-12:00 4th hour classes
Speech 118
1:00- 3:00 3rd hour classes
3:00- 5:00 Education 301
Eastern Civilization 220
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7
8:00-10:00 Social Science 102
Dr. Whitesel, Auditorium
Dr. Van Alstine, Room 327
10:00-12:00 1st hour classes
1:00- 3:00 6th hour classes
3:00- 5:00 Education 300
Industrial Arts 109,
Room 327
THURSDAY, MARCH 8
8:00-10:00 Science 114, Room 331
Science 115, Room 327
Science 116, Auditorium
10:00-12:00 2nd hour classes
1 :00- 3:00 5th hour classes
3:00- 5 :00 7th hour classes

"What seek ye?" This was the question once asked by the greatest
Teacher of all times. Jesus knew the art of questioning people in
order to teach them something.
Questions can be significant not only in teaching others, but also
in evaluating one's own goal. Students striving for an education do
well to ponder the question, "What seek ye?"
The natural answer is, "We want to prepare ourselves for a position
in life." To achieve something worthwhile in life is an ambition which
should be encouraged.
It is desirable characteristic for young people to be inbued with an
,

uplifting desire to be not a liability, but an asset to their family,
community and nation. However, an education by and for itself is
not the complete answer.
The question, "What seek ye?" penetrates deeper than just into
scholastic accomplishments. W. L. Phelps of Yale University once
said, "I thoroughly believe in a university education for both men
and women, but I believe a knowledge of the Bible without a college
course is more valuable than a college course without the Bible.
Everyone who has a thorough knowledge of the Bible may truly be
called educated, and no other learning or culture, no matter how
extensive or elegant, can form a proper substitute."
The Bible is such an important Book because it shows man his real
condition — by nature separated from God — and the only help out of
his spiritual bankruptcy, faith in his Savior.

A person may be a good educator, linguist, historian, economist,
but unless he has sought first the kingdom of God and His righteousness, his seeking has not been profound enough.

Students' Religion
American college students are often criticized for lack of faith and
indifference to religion. In the face of these criticisms, it is heartening
to note the work of the college religious organizations such as we have
here at Winona State.
As can be seen from some of the articles in this and previous issues
of the Winonan, the many different religious groups here offer opportunities for the individuals to devote more time to their religion, and
these opportunities should not be taken lightly.
It is especially appropriate in the lenten season for us to consider
our religious beliefs and to possibly switch our vein of thought to a
more spiritual level.

Many Questions Raised
At Association Meeting
Questions about book store
policies, closed weekends, and
the activity fund were brought
up at this year's first constitutionally required monthly meeting of the student association,
Monday, February 13.
Several students raised the
question of why a large portion of
the activity fund remains unspent
each year. It was pointed out
that last year one-third of the
activity fund was left unspent.
It was then asked if students felt
favorable toward such a policy
of maintaining a "safe reserve".
No definite response was made.
The policies of the bookstore
were called unfair. Students
pointed out that many supplies
can be purchased much cheaper
at downtown stores, and also
voiced disgust for being allowed
between $2.00 and $2.50 for
$6.00 books purchased new at
the beginning of the quarter.
President Bill Schimmel
agreed to bring up the policies
to the President and reported
that a committee of three has
been appointed from the council to investigate the bookstore.

The suggestion of closed week-.
ends met with a tone of dis-

approval among students at the
meeting. It was expressed
though, that the going home on
weekends is a probable reason
for student apathy.
The meeting closed with Schimmel pointing out that student
association meetings are required
by the constitution.
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Mankato Starts Philosophy Club ;
Moorhead Holds Play, Elections
Mankato has
philosophy club
In an attempt to alleviate a felt
deficiency in the college curriculum, some students at Mankato
have organized a philosophy club.
Many students may well agree
with those at Mankato, that a
teacher's college certainly has
need for philosophy other than
that of John Dewey, the glorified
pragmatist.
It seems a fascinating thought
indeed to wonder at what would
be the results, if any, were teacher's colleges to give courses in
simple logic. Of course, such a
thing would be more scholastic
than pragmatic.

Plays for March
The "Philadelphia Story" by
Philip Barry, selected as one of
the best modern American Plays
by John Gassner, will be produced
by the Moorhead dramatics club
March 23-24. Bemidji has selected Paul Vincent's "Shadow
and Substance" for the tentative
dates of March 12-17.

Moorhead holding
elections
Elections are big news at Moorhead at the present time. Last
Wednesday, February 15, the
primaries were carried out, preceded by a most adequate coverage in the "Western MiSTiC."
Were funds more available and
facilities as favorable as those at
Moorhead, the "Winonan" might
also prove an educative factor
preceding our own elections.

The student government at our
sister institution is set up differently then ours and called a
commission.
Whereas the members of our
council represent general and
diversified interests of a class; the
members of the Moorhead commission represent specific interests, e.g. social commissioner,
music commissioner, athletic commissioner, forensic commissioner,
etc., make up the commission in
addition to its officers.

Bemidji to have
student center
A new cafeteria — student
center is slated for completion by
September of 1957 at Bemidji.
We a re certainly happy that their
plans are so far along. Winona
likewise is striving for a student
center. (Perhaps called such
because students naturally gravitate to this type of building for
their education.) The alumni
here has taken steps to investigate
possibilities of obtaining a desired
site for an alumni-student center.

Mankato to get library
A new library is to be constructed on the Mankato campus
starting this fall. From the looks
of the sketches, it will be a very
handsome building.
To a cynic it is perhaps a waste
of money to provide so many
books and such a wonderful place
to read them. What usually
happens is that the student walks
in for a specific book, becomes
over-a wed by the wealth of

Reader's Opinions
Comments on Meeting
Dear Editor:
We had a Student Association
meeting a week ago, and I feel
that Mr. Schimmel should be
commended for the courage it
must have taken to hold such a
meeting. The questions left in
my mind are these: Isn't the
underlying factor of "school
spirit" revealed in the fact of or
the lack of interest in school
affairs, not only social but also
governmental? •
I agree that interest in student
governmental activities was stimulated and also that this is allimportant to school spirit; but is
this interest best stimulated and
built by uncouth and disrespectful statements and discussions not
backed by fact? Is satisfying the
unthinking portion of the student
body worth it?
— Lloyd Osborn
knowledge before him, and then
leaves, unable to make up his
mind because of the wide choice
of material.
He thus remains intelligently
ignorant. Intelligently so, because he has picked up a few
famous names to toss around at
the next intellectual discussion,
when he and his friends get together to pool their ignorances.

Mankato discusses
amendment
Perhaps for reasons of obvious
discretion, an amendment is up
for discussion before the student
government at Mankato, to require one year of Student Senate
experience to be eligible for the
office of president of the Senate.
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Casual Conversation
Or - Don't Look A Gift
Dance In The Mouth
"Hey! Joe! How come you're
in such a hurry? Where ya'
goin'?"
"Don'cha know? The YWCA's
sponsorin' a Leap Year Dance.
I gotta go get me a flashy new
shirt. Can't stop to jabber, gotta
get goin'."
"Hey! Don't go yet! Tell me
more. Where is it? When?"

YRL Reactivated, Martin
States Purposes and Plans
Editor's note.. John Martin was
elected president of the campus
Young Republican Club at the reactivation meeting held on February 7.
Bob Doerer was • chosen vice
president, and Jan Randall,
secretary-treasurer. Miss Dorothy
Magnus and Mr. Edward Jacobson
are advisors to the GOP club.
The following is a statement by
John Martin, YRL President.

Group to Investigate
Merits of Semester
Vs. Quarter System
A faculty committee has been
appointed to investigate the
problems involved in a possible
change, and weigh the arguments
for and against the quarter vs.
semester system.
"The matter was started,"
said F. R. Adams, registrar, "by
members of the faculties of several
other teacher's colleges who felt
the semester plan more advantageous."
"There will be no probable
change over for two or three
years," continued Mr. Adams.
"We are merely carrying on a
study to discover the problems
involved if we should ever actually change our system."

The faculty committee other
than Mr. Adams, the chairman,
includes Mr. D. B. Hoyt, Miss
Floretta Murray, Dr. M. R.
Raymond, and Dr. Frank Van
Alstine.
Mr. Adams also discussed the
advantages that have been
pointed out by others studying
the proposition. There is assumed to be a three-fold reason
for favoring the semester plan.
(1) Administration needs to
prepare for only two sessions,
thus saving some office work.
(2) Instruction is extended for
another six weeks, which, it is
argued, gives greater chance for
developing a subject. There is
also one less interruption for
starting and ending a course.
(3) Statistics have proven that
fewer students drop out of semester schools, than out of quarter
schools.
Also in favor of semesters, it
is felt that such a plan is better
for increased enrollments; it
would call for one summer session rather than two.

Reasons given for the quarter
plan:
(1) More opportunities for students to enroll.
(2) Freer selection of courses.
(3) Student pays smaller
amounts of money at a time.

The Young Republicans are
hoping to show any apathetic
students that an interest in
politics is essential to the election
of the most able representatives
available. Familiar cries of students are heard : "Why should I
engage in politics? What can
my one vote do? I vote for the
man, not the party."
The truth of the matter perhaps lies in a quotation of a
brilliant scholar of a past era
who said, "The penalty that a
people pay for not being interested in politics is to be governed by someone worse than
themselves."

As one looks back through
history, he perhaps can see that
indifferent peoples have not had
the most capable leadership. The
late Peter Marshall once said, "If
you don't stand for something,
you will fall for anything."
The American people are still
the boss in this favored land. The
people have a voice in government if they wish to make themselves heard.
Our Young Republicans at
Winona TC want to act as a
group of Americans interested
in bringing the truth to citizens
of this democracy. We wish to
lay the issues before the American people.

The Republican party has been
accused of being the party of big
business. Every government that
has fallen has tumbled because
that government has tied the
hands of the people. "That
Government which governs best,
governs least" has been the promise of the Republican party since
those words were spoken by
Thomas Jefferson.
A strong and sound foreign
policy is the surest defense
against Communism. The
GOP has tried to maintain a
strong domestic scene, but not
at the cost of allowing the free
countries of the world to be engulfed by Soviet Russia.

Today America and the Republican party stand with one of
their most distinguished leaders
— President Eisenhower, as a
nation who wants the world to
have the peace that we enjoy.
So as Young Republicans we
are going to try to show all the
citizens of this land why the
coming election may well be the
most crucial presidential election
in the past decade. We want to
make sure that, whoever is
elected, our next president will
be a representative of a conscious,
alerted, spirited, and well-informed America.

"It's in the Smog, on February 29 from 9 to 11. Gotta go,
g'bye."

"Wait a minute, now! I'm not
finished. Who's playin'? C'n
anyone go, or do ya, hafta have
a date?"
"Rhythm_ Masters. Now, ya'
don' hafta have a date. Anyone
c'n go."
"How much will it set me
back?"
"Nothin', Jim, not a thing.
That's the best part of it! It's
all for free; all ya' need is your
activity ticket. Bye, I gotta
scram, b'fore I'm too late."
"Hey! Wait for me! I'm
gonna get a new shirt too!"

Yup, these fellers are right
smart. They're gonna have a
bang-up good time at the dance.
How about you guys and gals
goin' too? Fergit about the
homework fer one night, and
have a good time.
Girls, this here is yer chance!
It's leap year, ya' know. Git
into yer purtiest glad rags and
git along down for a gay ole
time.

Remember, Wednesday, February 29, from 9 to 11, in the Smog.
No admission fee, just bring
yourself — and your guy or gal,
if you like.

Alumni News
Miss Helen Conway, a graduate of Winona State, has been
named principal of the new Ames
Elementary School in St. Paul;
dedication ceremonies were held
on January 11, 1956.
Miss Conway is a member of
the State Teachers College Board
which governs the five teachers
colleges in the state and she has
served on the Board during the
terms of five state governors.
Miss Conway, who lives at 278
Birmingham Street in St. Paul,
Minnesota, has also done additional study at the University of
Minnesota.
Mr. Ralph Spencer, '40, died
suddenly in January of 1956. He
was an outstanding athlete at
WSTC.
Pfc. and Mrs. Stanley C.
Harvey are the parents of Brenda
Jane, born January 30. Mrs.
Harvey is the former Pat Mullin,
1948; the Harveys live at South
Road, Pepperell, Massachusetts.
Robert D. Fenwick, '53, of
Lake City is now awaiting April
13 when he receives his separation
from the Army.
Fenwick, a soldier-lay minister
has been conducting services at
St. John's Episcopal Church in
Bisbee, Arizona. After his release from the Army, Fenwick
plans to take three years study at
Seabury- Western Theological
Seminary in Evanston, Illinois.
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Know Your School

Campus Bookstore
by Robert Jensen
Our campus bookstore, as we know it today, is a fairly recent addition to the college. Books used to be loaned to students from the
college office upon payment of tuition, and it was not until August
31, 1951, that the present system was inaugurated.
Many improvements have been made in the bookstore since its
birth. During this last year the managers of the store, Mrs. John
Duel and Miss Donna Morley, have been working to make the bookstore more efficient and attractive.
Self-service islands and new counters have been installed recently.
These counters were built for the bookstore by Al Duellman of the
College maintenance staff.

Besides the improvements in facilities, many new items in merchan
dise are now being stocked. These new items include college greeting
cards, key chains and stuffed animals. Post cards and college shirts
are also stocked by the store, and are, incidentally, sold to students
at cost plus postage. This policy is set by the college administration
for the purposes of public relations and recruiting.
Since this brings us to the subject of costs, the policy of the bookstore should be of interest to most students. Our bookstore tries to
keep prices in line with, or less than, other colleges in the state.
Occasionally prices on certain items will be slightly higher than at
larger colleges, since we are not always able to buy in large quantities.

The bookstore operates on money borrowed from the studen t
activity fund. Currently the bookstore owes the activity fund on e
housand dollars, but the money is to be repaid in the very near future.
A t the point of this writing the cash on hand for the operation of the
tore is less than one thousand dollars. This amount is necessary for
operation, and as it increases, the activity fund will be repaid.
As you see the bookstore does not make any great profit. New texts
are marked up only 20 per cent, which actually amounts to about 15
per cent because of the high freight charges.

The mark-up on used texts is about one third, on a sliding scale
depending upon the condition of the book. Previously, students
received 55 per cent of their original investment from a text, but this
percentage has been lowered to 50 per cent. The decrease was necessary because of higher costs of operations, and is in line with most
other college bookstores in this country.
There are two methods by which students may sell their texts.
Books may be left on consignment, and by this method students
would receive about 62 per cent of their investment. This seems to
be a good plan, but the student runs the risk of the book being discontinued.
Books may also be sold for cash at the bookstore, and although the
return on the book is slightly lower, the bookstore takes the risk. This
risk is quite great, for the average life of a text, on a national scale,
is from three to four years.

The cost of both books and supplies has increased considerably in
the past five years, along with other commodities. The average selling
price of new books and workbooks currently in use is about four
dollars. The average for used books is about three dollars. The
prices on items at the bookstore are, whenever possible, sold at less
than downtown prices except on fair-trade items. Student editions
of books also are priced lower than trade editions, often several
dollars on more expensive books.
Plans for expansion of bookstore facilities are anticipated with the
growth of the college, and along with this expansion the increased
use of the student help. The managers of the bookstore would like
student suggestions on improvements. The managers would also
like students to know that complaints are expected; suggestions are
welcome.
(This story was assigned to this reporter to inform the student body as
to the policies of the bookstore. The information contained in the story
was gathered from an interview with the manageis of the bookstore.)

Chloe Lockwood, La Vonne Tews, Irene Buhler, Joanne Sackett,
Marie Miller, Barbara Johnson at the Kappa Delta Pi Valentine Tea.
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Warriors To Face
Powerful Mankato
In Season Finale

Play Hockey

For Hornets
Aside from the regularly organized
anized athletics offered at Winona State, there seems to be a
number of local TC athletes who
are participating in one of the
more strenuous winter sports,
ice-hockey, and seem to be doing
more than just a "presentable"
job of it.
This select group, Roger Carroll, Dick Larson, Don Benson,
Fred Strommer, and Jerry Koch,
has combined with other outstanding local talent to produce
one of the better ice-hockey contingencies to represent the city of
Winona in recent years.
The combining together of
Carroll, Benson, Strommer and
Koch, has given the Hornets a
strong scoring punch, as this
quartet has scored one-third of
the team's total number of
goals, and an equal percentage
of the team's total number of
points garnered.

At the same time, the Hornets
are "twice blessed" by having the
best goalie in the league in Dick
Larson, a senior at State who,
along with Roger Carroll, is perhaps more widely known for his
contribution to WSTC football
glory.
Although Dick covers only a
small portion of the goal opening,
he's made his presence known to
his opponents by his fine goal
tending which finds him the
proud bearer of three notable
records:
(1) the best goal-per-gameaverage at 3.1;
(2) the lowest number of stopsper-game-average at 26; and
(3) the best win-loss record in
the league, at 8-1.
Dick is the first person to admit, though, that without the
hounding defense and offense
sparked by Carroll, Benson, and
Strommer, three of the squad's
leading scorers, plus the scrappi
ness of Jerry Koch, that his as
well as the team's records would
not be as good as they are.

With the season now at it's end,
and the Hornets holding tightly
to the championship trophy, the
team and interested fans are busy
planning for the up-coming trip
they will make to the State Amateur Ice-Hockey Tournament to
he held in the Twin-Cities later
this month. Right now these
five young men are doing their
part in obtaining funds to carry
the team to the tourney.
If these players continue their
fine play for the Hornets, which
found them winning nine out of
ten league encounters by scores
of 17-0, and 17-3, just to mention
a few, then there's no telling what
they will be able to do in the
tourney.

Film To Be Shown
The film, "The Great Discovery", with actress Colleen
Townsend Evans in a lead role
will be shown at the YMCA on
March 3.
All Winona State students are
invited. There will be no admission, but a free-will offering will
be taken up to defray expenses
for the film's sponsor, the Winona
High School Youth for Christ
club.
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Warriors Almost
Upset Dragons
But Lose 86-85
Completely ignoring Marcus Aurelius while discussing the Hornets
chances in the coming tournament are Jerry Koch, Don Benson, Fred
Strommer, and Roger Carroll.

Mankato Matmen
Decision Winona
Winona's Warrior Wrestlers
dropped their second straight
home-dual meet this time to the
Mankato Freshman at Memorial
Hall, Friday, January 27, by a
count of 17-11.
The two teams exchanged forfeits at the outset, with Jerry
Nelson of Mankato winning by
forfeit in the 123 pound class, and
Bill Olson doing the same in the
130 pound division.
The rest of the matches went
like this: for Winona, Roger
Williamson decisioned Don
Dravis, a former runner-up in the
state high school tournament,
4-3; and Jack Strommer did the
giant killing act again when he
squeezed past state champ Larold
Peterson in the last 15 seconds,
for a slim 6-5 win.
For Mankato: Sam Bengstin,
another state high school champ,
decisioned Gordon Schleder 7-2
in the 157 pound class; Lowell
Glynn, still another state high
school champion downed Paul
Evenson, 5-1 and Ray Gaddbout
decisioned Bill Ziebell 4-0.
Again the burden of the last
and all-important match fell on
the shoulders of Ken Habeck for,
with Winona trailing 14-11, a pin
would win the meet, and a decision would make it a draw, but
Mankato's fourth state champion
put the clamps on Kenny and
won by decision, 6-4 to end the
meet.
Mankato's strength, plus the
fact that 123 pounder Kermit
Selke wasn't able to wrestle,
spelled defeat for the Warriors.

TC's Female Cagers
Cavort at Luther
"From the Land of Luther College"— these words echoed
through Luther Gym Saturday,
February 11, as the WRA wound
up its Basketball Sports Day.
Five invigorating games of
basketball were played by the
participants from La Crosse,
Luther, Upper Iowa, Waldorf,
Wartburg, and Winona.
Representing Winona were
Thelma Ahrens, Rita Brenna,
Tippie Gatzke, Jan Jacobson,
Nancy McGillivray, Pat Naae,
Louise Schroeder, Pat Sinnott,
and 011y Tovson. Miss Phyllis
Roney went along as advisor.

Some Prospects
Dr. Owen!?!!!
In great basketball style, Barb
Gates leads the WRA scoring
with 200 points, followed closely
by Pat Naae with 148.
Other top scorers are Fern
Morsching with 97, Kay Weseman with 78, Liz Ion with 66,
and Barb Johnson with 60.
Barb Renslo's pacesetting Warriorees have won nine out of ten
games in the WRA round robin
tournament. In second place is
Sally Hallberg's Silly Six with a
5-4 record. The tournament will
continue through February.

An inspired Warrior five fell
before Moorhead 86-85 in an
exciting game played in Memorial Hall, Monday, February 13.
The first half proved to be a seesaw battle for the first seventeen
minutes. Moorhead was leading
at halftime 49-41. A torrid
shooting exhibition was staged by
both clubs. The score was tied
at 75 all with five minutes to
play. Moorhead scored five
quick points to make the score
80-75. With ten seconds left
Svenningson scored on a jump
shot to narrow the gap to 86-85.
The Dragons managed to control
the ball in the last few seconds
to become the victor.
Al Svenningson was the games
leading scorer with 31 points.
Bolger paced the victors with 25
points. The victory gave Moorhead a five and two record while
the loss was Winona's sixth
straight. This was the last home
game of the season.

Winona will attempt to end its
basketball season on a victorious
note Saturday when the Warriors
invade Mankato.
After a good start Winona
faltered some in the middle of the
season, but there were such
bright spots as the record smashing win over Oshkosh and the
pleasing victory over arch rival
St. Mary's, and now the Warriors
will attempt to upset Mankato
for a successful finish to an up
and down season.
The job will be difficult,
though, as Mankato is currently
one of the toughest teams in the
league, especially on its own
floor.

Leading the Mankato squad
are all-conference forward Duane
Mettler and a three, man delegation from Red Wing.
Mettler teams up with Wayne
and Dick Deden, two former high
school stars from Red Wing, to
give Mankato the most formidable front line in the conference. These three players totaled
47 points between them the first
time the Warriors and the Indians
clashed, and that is only about
average for them.
While Mettler has been the
scoring ace this season, averaging well over 20 points a game,
the Deden brothers have been
rebounding and defensive stars.

Wayne Deden had more success than anyone else this season
in stopping Winona scoring star
Al Svenningson, so it is probable
that he will again draw this
assignment.
The third Red Wing boy, Jerry
Bodelson, is the playmaker of
the team and will start at guard
with Wendel Jahnke, a good
scoring threat who just returned
to Mankato after spending some
time in the service.
Despite all this, however, if
the Warriors go out and play
their best ball, there is a good
chance they may come home with
the Indian's scalps.

Tall Mankato Five
Tops Locals 72-53
A Dragon cager hauls in a rebound as Regnier and Svennigson close in.

Wrestlers Tumble
Wartburg 20-10
Winona State wrestlers walked
off with their second dual meet
victory of the season when they
defeated Wartburg College 20-10,
on- February 2, at Waverly, Iowa.
Roger Williamson and Bill Ziebell handed Wartburg's 130 and
177 pounders their first defeats
of the season, as Williamson
decisioned their captain, Chille-

vold, 5-0, and Ziebell gained a
two-point reversal in the last 15
seconds to decision slidewell 2-1.
Other point getters for Winona
were Bill Olson who won by forfeit over Weyers; Jack Strommer,
who decisioned Frerichs, 9-4;
Paul Evenson, who decisioned
Oltroyge, 4-0; and heavy-weight
Kenny Habeck who decisioned
Schornhorst, 7-2.
Dean Sanderson and Clyde
Pasvogel both went down to defeat via pins.

A taller Mankato five defeated
Winona 72-53 in Memorial Hall
on February 4.
The Warriors fought the Indians on fairly even terms
throughout the first half, so that
Mankato left the floor with only
a 30-23 halftime lead.
The tempo of the game increased steadily during the second half and Mankato added a
couple more points to its lead to
make the final margin nine
points.
High scorer for the game was
Mankato's standout forward
Duane Mettler with 21 points.
Al Svenningson and Dave Smith
paced the Warriors with 14 and
12, respectively.
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Intramurals Revenge Is Sweet
Are there more "gunners" or
just better shots in the American
League? Anyway, seven of the
top 10 scorers in the intramural
leagues (as of February 20) are
from the American League.
Harold Uhls is the high scorer
so far with 85 points in seven
games for an average of over 12
points per game. Stone, Truman,
and Johannsen follow closely with
79, 77, and 75, respectively.
Next comes Don Segermark as
the highest scorer in the National with a seven game total
of 73. Rounding out the top ten
point producers are Quirin and
Regnier with 71, Nardiello with
68, and O'Brien and Toussaint
with 66.
League standings as of last
Monday :

National League
Braves
Lakers
Celtics
Cubs
Gas House Gang..
Giants

WL
5 2
4 2
4 3
3 4
2 4
2 5

American League
Fire House Five
Whistleberries
Brothers of the Belly..
Yankees
Red Sox
White Sox

5
4
3
3
3
2

2
3
3
3
4
5

Cagers, Matmen
Lose To Huskies
Winona's wrestling and basketball squads invaded the St. Cloud
campus only to go down in defeat
in both events.
The basketball game which
preceded the wrestling matches
was very close up to the third
quarter. The halftime score saw
the Warriors out in front 37-35.
The Huskies, however, broke
the Warrior zone in the second
half and rolled to an easy 87-67
victory.
Al Svenningson, playing one
of his better ball games tossed
in 30 points most of which were
free throws. Currier and Regnier
also helped the Winona cause in
the scoring department.
The wrestling team dropped
the match 18-8. The Huskies
won a majority of the matches
and proved too much for the
Warrior grapplers. Jack Strommer decisioned his opponent, and
Ken Habeck pinned his opponent.
Bill Ziebell wrestled to a draw.

Preregistration To Be
Done By February 29
Freshmen are requested to preregister for the spring quarter
through individual conferences
with their advisors rather than
the smog-method used for the
winter quarter.
Spring quarter preregistration
time for all students began on
February 20 and will continue
through the 29th. With winter
quarter finals on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday,
March 6, 7, and 8, Friday is left
for a quick trip home before
registration day and the payment
of fees on Monday, March 12.

Dr. Levi Discusses
Asia and Australia

As Redmen Bow
To State Squad

The results and observations of
nine months in Southeast Asia
were presented at the Monday
morning, February 20 assembly,
when Dr. Werner Levi, member
of the Political Science Department at the University of Minnesota, was the guest lecturer.
Levi has just returned from
Southeast Asia where he spent
most of 1955 studying in Australia
on a Fulbright Scholarship and in
India under a grant from the
University of Minnesota Graduate School. His investigations
took the lecturer to Nepal, Siam
and Malay, as well as stops in the
Middle East and Europe.

Getting revenge for a previous
defeat and squaring the city
series at one victory apiece,
Winona's Warriors squeezed past
St. Mary's 41-37 before a large
crowd in Memorial Hall on February 8.
In the battle of zone defenses
baskets were hard to get, and
neither team had much luck at
finding the eighteen-inch opening.
Winona fought to a 18-15 halftime lead, and proceeded to hold
the lead throughout the game
except for a brief moment when
St. Mary's went ahead 31-30.
The Warriors won the game
from the free throw line as they
edged the Redmen 21-17 in this
department, while both teams
had 10 field goals.
Al Svenningson led the Warrior
attack with 15 points, followed
by Craig Currier with nine. John
Curran was high for the losers
with 10.

Winona Drops Two
On Northern Trip
Winona's Warriors dropped
two conference games on the road
to the conference leader, Moorhead and third place Bemidji.
Friday, the 27th of January,
the Warriors flew to Bemidji and,
even though they played one of
their best games of the current
season, they wound up on the
short end of a 59-54 score.
Robbins and Ness led the Bemidji
attack with 19 and 13 points
respectively while Paul, Currier
and Svenningson carried the load
for the visitors with 16, 15 and 14
points.
One unusual feature noted was
the four minutes and forty-seven
seconds during the game when
the referees didn't blow a whistle.
Bemidji went from seven points
behind to seven points ahead.
Saturday night, January 28,
the Warriors were defeated by a
high scoring Moorhead team.
Moe lead the Dragons with 24
points and Ken Reitan, Moorhead's sensational guard added
20 more. Al Svenningson poured
in 21 points for the Warrior
squad.

Canterbury Club Meets,
Hold Weekly Communion

.

A book, in preparation now,
"Australian Relation With the
Asian Nation", is one of the results of the extended study, as
was Monday's lecture.

Lee Paul goes

•

•

high

Levi has collected degrees in
several unrelated fields which add
to his understanding of world
tension and Southeast Asian
problems. He studied at several
universities in his native Germany and France as well as taking
his Doctor of Laws at Fribourg
University of Switzerland.

to take a loose ball from the Redmen.

• By Jim Kern •

•

•

St. Cloud's basketball team has an inside post in the Teacher's
College Conference right now and Saturday night, February 28, will
decide whether St. Cloud finishes on top or the conference ends in a
three way tie.
One great asset to the St. Cloud team has been the phenomenal
shooting accuracy of forward Dave Westlund. Going into the Winona
game, Westlund had hit on 141 field goals in 252 attempts for an
amazing 56 per cent average. Westlund is also leading the conference
scoring followed by Al Svenningson of the Warriors.
* * * * *
Going into the Bemidji game, Mankato was worried about Duane
Mettler's ability with one cracked rib. He wears a special harness
while playing, but this was expected to hamper him considerably.
Apparently the Mankato Indians didn't lose too much of Mettler's
help as they whipped Moorhead on Saturday, February 19.
* * * * *
The basketball team and the wrestling team traveled together to
St. Cloud. It was a very nice trip for everyone including Mr. Brodhagen who found one of his tires "flat, only on the bottom," as he
was nearing Winona Sunday afternoon. Mr. Brodhagen however
did an excellent supervision job as the wrestlers changed the tire
working in five minute shifts!
* * * * *
An unusual thing happened in the Winona-St. Cloud wrestling
match —
Dean Sanderson wrestled his own brother, Bob. The St. Cloud 137
pounder had just a little too much for Dean, and brother Bob won the
match.

* * * * *
According to a statement made by the Augsburg basketball coach
in the St. Paul Pioneer Press, Mankato and St. Cloud are the only
teachers college teams eligible for the NAIA small college tournament.
This is because Winona, Bemidji, and Moorhead do not have the 18
week residence rule that is required for NAIA eligibility.
* * * * *
The Minneapolis Lakers are in kind of a dilemma. If they win a
majority of the remaining games they will probably end up in second
place and get a playoff berth. On the other hand 'if they lose and end
up last, they would get first draft choice for next year — which of
course means Bill. Russell, if he will play pro ball.
* *, * * *

Ash Wednesday was observed
by Canterburyians by attending
a Corporate Communion at
March 6 will be the date of the NAIA playoff between the MIAC chamSt. Paul's Episcopal Church. The
pion and the teachers college conference champ. if the MIAC race ends
Mass was celebrated by Father
in a tie, the schools will vote on a representative to the tournament,
Goodreid, rector of St. Paul's.
but if the TC conference is tied a playoff is likely.
* * * * *
Canterbury Club members also
meet for Communion every
Billy Olson is not a boy to tangle with — at least not unless you
Wednesday morning at 7:30.
know the "manly art of self defense." Just recently Bill was in
George Yamamoto, president, Minneapolis as a representative of Winona in the Upper Midwest
Golden Gloves Tournament. It is always good to see TC students
presided at the breakfast meeting
making good in activities outside of school.
on Sunday, February 12th.
Topics to be discussed at next * * * * *
Thursday's meeting were decided
St. Mary's ambitious coach Ken Wiltgen has apparently found
upon; they are the discipline of out how to get a team out of a slump. Last Monday Wiltgen started
the Church and the student's three freshmen and they came through very well as the Redmen
loyalty to his Church. beat Duluth 87-75.

Newmanites To Hold
Day Of Recollection
National Newman Day is to be
celebrated by the WSTC Newman Club Sunday, February 26,
as a Day of Recollection.
"We urge all our Catholic students at Winona State to participate in this Day of Recollection," said Art Nardiello, Newman Club president.
The Day of Recollection will
officially begin with the 8:00
Mass at the Cathedral. This is
to be followed by breakfast and
then the rest of the morning will
be devoted to conferences.
Dinner will be served for all
those present, and immediately
following the dinner there will be
voting to elect Winona State's
representatives to the National
Newman Honor Society.
Conferences will be held the
rest of the afternoon.

Modern Furniture,
Redecorating Change
Dorm Appearance
The girls on the first floors of
Morey and Shepard Halls are
proudly displaying something
new. It's very modern-looking
furniture made of metal and done
in attractive colors. Each set
consists of two combination
dresser desks, two desk chairs,
and one big chair. Jean Thomforde and Darlyne Bearson, two
typical recipients, expressed great
pleasure in receiving the muchneeded furniture.
Redecorating of Shepard Hall
is still the major project in the
dormitories. New drapes have
been purchased; the floor has
been redone in grey and black
tile, and experimenting with the
wall colors is being done now.
The fireplace is also undergoing
a change from part brick and part
wood to all red brick.
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Ed Allen Gives Talk
About Radio and TV
Mr. Edward Allen, Station
Manager of KWNO, was guest
speaker at the third dinner meeting of the Winona State Speech
Association on February 14 in
the private dining room of the
Williams Hotel.
Speaking on radio and television, Allen said, "Radio is an
infant, but huge industry.

Council Meeting
(Continued from page 1, column 1)

committee desired the council's
opinion on the letter to the editor
in the last issue of the Winonan.
Barbara Gaddis gave a short
commendation of the good work
of the assembly committee in
keeping past assemblies short,
and expressed an uncertainty
about the letter.
Bob De Young pointed out
again the reasons for his letter,
and gained support from
Threinen on the belief that the
suggested -assemblies would
create better student interest.

Further discussion ensued, and
in objection to suggestions made,
Bob DeYoung said that if such a
plan were to be undertaken,
definite organization must be
made and carried out to assure
success. "You can not simply
turn such a program loose on its
own," he said.
Schimmel brought the discussion to a close and suggested it
be brought up later in the meeting, which was not done.
Mr. Edward Jacobsen, advisor
to the council, reported that the
administrative council had set
February 17 as the date for the
faculty fair. There was feeling
expressed that a student-faculty
fair be held this year with the
student share of the money going
toward a TV set.
Various opinions were stated
on the subject, until LaRue
Swearingen moved to have student cooperation with the faculty
on the fair. Proceeds would go
into a fund for a TV set to be
placed in a dormitory.
Pat Severson, Pat Diethert,
and Dave Lauchle were placed on
the committee to work with the
faculty in organizing the fair.
To close out committee reports,
Mr. Jacobsen explained on behalf
of the library committee that
shortage of help and funds prevents the opening of the library
for more hours during the week.
The council gave its backing
to the finance committee in its
attempt to make provisions for
community concert tickets.
In citing a law that lists culture
as being a primary purpose for
expenditure of the activity fund,
Bob Brown presented a possible
plan for financing the tickets for
the students.
By this plan all students
would be eligible to buy a community concert ticket on the
basis of $1.00 being paid by each
student wanting a ticket and
the other $2.00 being paid by the
activity fund.

At present, students must buy
their own tickets for $3.00. Formerly, at an expense of about $880
when there were fewer students,
the activity fund purchased tic-

Assembly Committee
Will Try to Increase
Student Programs

Radio came to Winona in 1939.
FM was added in 1948 and the
prospects for further developments in local broadcasts are
very favorable."

Allen also spoke of the effect of
television on radio programs
saying, "Night-time listening
used to bring the biggest audiences and the best time for commercial advertising. Since TV,
however, the biggest audiences
are now listening to day-time
radio broadcasts and watching
television programs in the evenings; thus radio has had to
adapt itself accordingly."
Another interesting change in
radio, according to Allen, is that
in its earliest beginnings, radio's
primary function was to entertain.
"Television, has for the most
part taken over this responsibility, and the prime function
of radio is now to inform and to
broadcast sports events."

In speaking of opportunities
for a career in radio, Allen said,
"There is a place in radio for
anyone who is good. Of course,
a deep voice is the best selling
voice, but there are other opportunities as well — salesmen for
advertising time, copy-girls, engineers, office workers, and maintenance staffs."
Preceding the dinner, a business
meeting was held with President
Gerond Quiel presiding. Reports
were made by the Vice President
Hugh Turton, and Miss Janis
Randall, chairman of the welfare
committee. Also reporting were
Neal Lang, member of the alumni
and scholarship committee and
Don Gulbrandson, historian of
the organization. Bruce Walker
was a special guest. About thirty
members of the Association attended the dinner.
kets at $2.00 a piece for all students.
Tom Chandler, and several
other students expressed their
feeling that the book store is
unfair in its dealings with the
students.
Chandler suggested a sales bulletin board be provided for students buying and selling books,
that they might post their desire
to buy or sell a certain book
described. He also suggested the
appointing of a committee to
investigate book store policies.
Schimmel appointed such a
committee to be headed by
Chandler.
Schimmel read a letter from
Moorhead concerning a meeting
of State teachers colleges' council
representatives that was to be
held at St. Cloud, Saturday,
February 11. The matter of distance and apparent lack of discussion or interest caused the
matter to be dropped. No representative was present from Winona.
Bill Gillen asked for clarification of procedures to fill vacancies. No set pattern was known
of and he was left to his discretion
in filling the opening in the freshman class library committee.

Ernie, Irene, and Evelyne Buhler

WSTC Is One Big Happy
Family For The Buhlers
The Buhlers like it here. That is apparent, because at present
Ernie, Irene, and Evelyne Buhler are the only brother and sister trio
at WSTC.
The Buhlers come here from Pine Island where they have lived all
their lives, although Ernie lived for a time with his grandmother in
Kasson and later graduated from high school there.
This trio comes from a family of nine children. In family line Ernie
is first, Irene second, and Ev third.

Ernie is a 1950 graduate of Kasson High School. After graduating,
he entered the "gentleman's branch of the service," the air force. He
served Uncle Sam for four years. Fifteen months of this time was
spent overseas as a radar mechanic.
Ernie is a sophomore here and has a science major and a history
minor. He lives in Prentiss Lodge where he is head counselor. At
the present time he holds three part time jobs — at Prentiss Lodge,
the Methodist Church, and at the Milwaukee Cafe. He's a busy man.
When asked why he came to TC the answer was, "I came because my
two sisters were here."
Irene Buhler is a 1952 graduate of Pine Island High School and is a
senior at Winona State. A four-year elementary major, Irene is also
very busy around school. She is a member of YWCA, Kappa Delta Pi,
and the Representative Council.

At present Irene is living off campus, but at the beginning of next
month she will move into Morey Hall. Irene works part time as a
waitress at the Steak Shop. She came to WSTC because of an
anonymous scholarship, and also in her junior year she was influenced
by Miss Bartch.
Evelyn came to Winona State because Irene did. Ev figured that
if WSTC was good enough for her sister it was good enough for her.
Ev is a 1954 graduate of Pine Island, and is now a sophomore here
with an English major and speech minor.
Ev is a member of Wenonah Players, WSSA, English Club, and is on
the circulation staff of the Winonan. She lives in Morey Hall and like
her sister is a waitress at the Steak Shop.

The Buhler trio like to do things together, and one of the things they
favor most is old time dancing. They always go to old time dances
together, and love every minute of it. They like to pass away the
afternoons they have free by playing five hundred, and on Sundays
they always attend church together.
One of the outstanding characteristics about them is that they can
all speak a low German dialect fluently, and they all enjoy Swiss foods.
As a group the Buhlers belong to several of the campus organizations
such as the FTA, of which Ernie is treasurer, and the Wesley Club,
of which Ernie is president.
One thing the Buhlers have in common is that they all want to drive
Ernie'.,s car.
Also they would like to have it known that Ernie and Ev aren't
twins as so many people like to believe.

Valentine Dance Held
Silhouetted hearts lighted from
behind by a rosy hue and displaying romantic couples, including a leap year one with the
feminine half of the cast making
the advances, decorated the Smog
for the annual Valentine formal
sponsored by the junior class.
Johnny Roberts and his orchestra played for the dance which
lasted from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Marilyn Schmuck and Patricia
Diethert were general chairman.
Art Nardiello, was program chair- man, and Barbara Johnson was
refreshments chairman.

LSA Observes
Start of Lent
LSA observed the beginning of
the Lenten season with a Communion service and a breakfast
at Central Lutheran Church on
Ash Wednesday.
Dr. L. E. Brynestad conducted
the 6:30 a.m. service and a committee of Gil Bergsrud, John
Landro, Bette Anderson, Darlyne
Bearson, Nannette Flom, Thelma
Ahrens, Dorothy Holt, and Mary
Landro prepared the breakfast
for approximately 50 members.

"It is a wonderful opportunity
for various clubs and organizations to present to the rest of the
college what they are doing,"
said Jean Thomforde, senior
member of the assembly committee. Miss Thomforde made this
comment concerning the matter
of student assemblies, which was
taken up last week by the committee on which she serves.
The committee decided that
all they could do was to notify
club presidents of the possibility
of student assemblies.
A letter was received from the
band leader at St. Paul Park
requesting an opportunity to
- bring his band down for a concert. The committee agreed to
the request and sent several
dates from which the band
leader may choose.

The scholarships and loans
committee, headed by Dean M. L.
Mariner, asked that they be permitted a special assembly for the
awarding of scholarships and
loans, followed by a reception for
those receiving them, those contributing to them, and honor
students from surrounding
schools.
It was suggested by the assembly committee that the awards of
scholarships and loans be made
at the regular award day assembly, May 28, and that the reception be held at that time.

Speech Contest
(Continued from page 1, column 5)

man Delayne Halvorson, assistant Evelyn Buhler, timekeeper
Margaret Riggs; and extemporaneous manuscript reading,
chairman Gerond Quiel, assistant
Fern Morsching, timekeeper Donald Gulbrandson. State manager
is Gil Bergsrud.
Bob McKeag and Margaret
Kloss will be in charge of the
information desk.

Working in the -girls' dressing
room will be Roberta Flynn and
Marie Miller; boys' dressing
room, Bob DeYoung and Dennis
Ludwitzke; make-up room, Marilyn Lewis and Alice Knowlton.
On registration will be Pat
Wilke, Pat Severson, Jean Thomforde, Delores Rihs, Kathy Hammergren, and Kaliope Theios.
Bill Kuehl, Delwin Tschumper,
Frank Kelley, John Palan, Don
Fosburgh, and Bob McKeag are
on the stage crew.
Guides for the day will be
Rosalia Borja, Barbara Fisk,
Mary Thompson, Earle Drenckhahn, Monte Sprute, Tom
Chandler, Laurel Elton, Dorothy
Holt, and Art Kiefer.

Apply Before March 5
For Deferment Test
"Students interested in taking
the Selective Service College
Qualification Test must apply
before midnight, March 5th," it
was announced by Mr. M. L.
Mariner.
Mariner is the test supervisor
for this area and he will administer the test April 19 here at
WSTC. .

